A lling by holomorphic discs of the level sets near the critical point is contructed. The so obtained family of discs lling the critical level surface near its conus point similar to a Bishop family is the uniform limit of the Bishop families lling the level surfaces consisting of two cups near their elliptic points and of the families of holomorphic discs lling the levels consisting of a totally real handle. In the case of a hypersurface of contact type near the critical point the regularity of the induced foliation of the pseudoconvex side is shown. This is used to construct smooth, regular extensions with Levi-at levels of certain Morse functions on (smooth) boundaries of Stein surfaces.
Main Result
We wish to solve the following problem: Let be a Stein surface with smooth boundary @ . Let f : @ ?! R be a smooth Morse function. Does there exist a smooth extension f : ?! R, such that all levels are Levi{ at?
This may be considered as a family{version of the question of nding a Levi{ at hypersurface in bounded by a given surface in @ (see e.g. 2]).
In the present paper we construct this extension in the following situation Theorem 1.1 Let be a Stein surface with smooth strongly pseudoconvex boundary @ = S 3 di eomorphic to the three-sphere. Consider a Morse function f on @ satifying the following properties:
(i) f ?1 (t) =`i F i t or empty for all regular t, where each F i t = S 2 is a two-sphere. (ii) f ?1 (t) admits at most complex points of elliptic type outside the critical points of f for all t. ( iii) The Hessian of f at all critical points restricted to their complex tangencies is a nondegenerate bilinear form on them.
Then there exists a smooth extensionf of f to the whole space , with no critical points and Levi{ at level sets. The corresponding foliation consits of analytic discs outside the complex and the critical points. Remark 1.2 (i) Conditions (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 1.1 imply that all critical points are of elliptic type (see Chapter 2 below for a de nition).
(ii) It is conceivable that one can drop condition (ii) allowing \admissible" hyperbolic points in the sense of Bedford and Klingenberg 3] . There are also e orts to generalize their result to general hyperbolic points. But, of course, one would have to carry out the corresponding analysis for critical points of hyperbolic type.
Proof. First step is to ll all levels with pairwise disjoint holomorphic discs, such that each point of is either a critical point or a complex point of a level surface or lies on (the closure) of one of these discs. For a regular t we can ll each of the spheres by Gromov's result: Bishop's construction in 4] gives two one parameter families of analytic discs in whose boundaries foliate punctured neighbourhoods of the two elliptic points and converging to these on one of their ends. By a version of Gromov's compactness theorem the only obstruction for them to meet is cusp degeneration in the interior or at the boundary. The rst implies the existence of a sphere of self intersection ?1 which cannot occur because is Stein, the second is excluded by more subtle arguments basically using the nice charcteristic foliation on the sphere induced by the complex tangencies of @ . A uniqueness argument shows that they t together to form a one parameter family lling up the sphere. In the end we obtain disjoint smooth Levi{ at 3-ballsF i t , foliated in the corresponding way, bounded by the components of the level t. There are no other holomorphic discs with boundary on the level than those of the foliation of the balls. Disjointness and uniqueness are both derived from positveness of intersections of complex curves in complex surfaces: AssumeF i t \F j t 6 = ; for i 6 = j. On account of F i t \ F j t = ; and strong pseudoconvexity of there is a pair of discs, one from each family, intersecting each other in the interior. But then each disc of the rst family has to intersect each disc of the second in the interior which is impossible because the discs of the families converge to the corresponding elliptic point on the ends. Exactly the same argument shows that an analytic disc with boundary on F t lies completely inF t and therefore coincides with one of the discs of the foliation. For lling a critical t we use a similar argument. Proposition 2.1 provides an analogue of the Bishop families at elliptic points for our elliptic cones. So, at a critical point of index 1 or 2 of elliptic type we obtain two families of analytic discs whose boundaries sweep out a punctured neighbourhood of the cone. These families serve as the substitute of the Bishop families with the remaining arguments applying exactly in the same way as above.
The so-obtained llingsF t are disjoint for di erent t: Again we use positiveness of intersections of complex curves as above. Now we extend f to a well-de ned continuous functionf on symply settinĝ fjF t t:
In the second step we prove smoothness and regularity off. Let p be an interior point of . The unique analytic disc of the above construction through p can be included in a smooth 2-parameter family of analytic discs parametrizing a neighbourhood of p. Thus all we have to show is that the vector eld obtained by variation of the disc transverse to f does not vanish at p. Letf(p) = t 0 . Denote by fu t : ?! g t a variation of the disc withf u t t. The normal bundle N (u t 0 ( )) of the discs can be trivialized in such a way that the following diagram comutes:
This is due to the fact that the deformation index of discs with boundary on F t 0 at u t 0 ( ) is 1. We obtain a holomorphic map = @u t @t j t 0 : ?! C for which one computes easily that the winding number wind( (@ ); 0) = 0 an thus is nowhere zero and the nonvanishing of the variation follows.
Next let p 2 @ be a noncritical real point of some level. All discs we constructed above have their boundaries in the totally real part of a level surface. So by the re ection principle they are smooth up to the boundary. An implicite function argument applied to the problem of nding discs with boundary in a level near the discs through p provides us again with a smooth two-parameter family of analytic discs, smooth up to the boundary, parametrizing a neighbourhood of p in (this is carried out in 9], see also 12]). This immediately shows smoothness off at p. Regularity follows from regularity of f at p. Pick a complex point p of some level surface F t . Kenig and Webster show thatF t is smooth at p. The smoothness off at p is a family version of that statement proved in 10] (see also 12]). Again the regularity is clear from that of f.
Finally, the property at critical points of index 1 or 2 is exactly the statement of Proposition 2.4. Smoothness at extremal points of f should follow from similar techniques used to derive that proposition and will be carried out elsewhere. 2 Remark 1.3 The construction of the lling of the critical levels can be derived alternatively using the llings of the regular levels and a limiting argument exploiting pseudoconvexity and Gromov's compactness. So the new statement derived from the construction presented below is the smoothness and regularity off at the critical points. However, the analogue of Bishop's result also provides a shortcut of the argument constructing the llings of critical levels. 
Remark 2.5 (i) The Bishop families, bering neighbourhoods of the two elliptic points
in the corresponding level surface (emerging or vanishing in the elliptic cone), converge to the two families in the cone, i.e. in particular they do not degenerate to a point when the critical level is approached.
(ii) There are llings by holomorphic discs of the handle levels, converging to the families lling the cone, with the following property: There is a radius R such that for each radius r < R and for all levels su ciently close to the critical there is a member of the family having radius smaller than r. Furthermore, for all these levels there are two members of the family of radius bigger than R lying on two di erent sides of the small disc above in the family.
Such results are of interest for constructions of llings by holomorphic discs of families of surfaces on boundaries of strongly pseudoconvex symplectic 4{manifolds (see e.g. 5, 7, 6]).
Outline of the Proof. First consider the at case, i.e. M = C R. The curve of the elliptic points of the levels is described by f(z(u); u)g u for a function z = O(juj 2 ). For small parameters u; t u;t := fzjf(z; u) = tg is a simple closed curve around z(u), i.e. the compact component E u;t of C n u;t is an analytic disc and we obtain a family of llingŝ F 0 t := u E u;t C R:
In Chapter 3 we choose a family of coordinates for each level of the Morse function such that the manifold one gets piecing together all transformed levels is of arbitrary high tangency to C R at zero and each smooth level surface is of high tangency to C R at its elliptic points. We consider f as a smooth function on C u;t = fzju 2 ? q(z) ? t 0g for all elements fuju 2 ? t 0g and <(B(t; 0; u)) = 0. It follows that B(t; z; u) = 0 for all t, u 2 fuju 2 ? t 0g and z 2Ê 0 u;t and thus for all z 2 C and so B = 0. We form a new real hypersurface M 0 which will serve as the attened model given by M 0 := t t (F t ): Although M; f (and F t likewise) have changed we will still denote them by M; f and F t , respectively. 2 Now we bring the situation into its nal form. The problem is, that for t > 0 the coordinates near the elliptic points of the cups are not in normal form: in order to model their llings over the at llings the elliptic points have to lie over those of the at cups (z ; u ), i.e., to be of the form (z ; u + ik(z ; u )) with k(z; u)jF t = O(jz ? z j n ) near (z ; u ) for a xed n 3. This is achieved by the next conclude that the transformations are de ned on a neighbourhood of F t \U for a common neighbourhood U of 0 and of the desired regularity. 2 
The Family of Functionals of the Problem
As in the case of a single surface we are going to model our lling over the family of (trivial) llings ffE u;t g u g t of the at model. We are seeking a smooth family of continuous maps (z 0 ; w 0 ) = T t (z; u) which are holomorphic in the complex component in the interior ofF 0 t and map F 0 t to F t . In order to rule out ambiguity of the solution of the problem, coming from M obius transformations of the disc and reparameterization, we normalize T t in such a way that z 0 (z(u); u) = z(u); @z 0 @z (z(u); u) > 0;
<e(w 0 (z(u); u)) = 0;
i.e., the T t are of the form 
f(z(u) + (1 + A t ( ; u)); u + <e(B t ( ; u)))j u;t ? t = 0
for all z 2 u;t which have to be satis ed for juj; jtj su ciently small. Now we apply the Hilbert transform H u;t on u;t = @E u;t . Under the above assumptions on A t and B t we have <e(B t ( ; u))j u;t = ?H u;t =m(B t ( ; u))j u;t ] and A t ( ; u)j u;t = + iH u;t ] with := <e(A t ( ; u))j u;t :
We set A u;t ] := + iH u;t ]. Take the parametrization u;t ( ) of j u;t and consider = ( ) as a function of . Then, applying the Hilbert transform to (2), we obtain <e(B t ( u;t ; u)) ? H u;t k(z(u) + u;t (1 + A u;t ]); u + <e(B t ( u;t ; u)))] = 0:
It will turn out later that for jtj; juj; k k j; small this equation in <e(B t ( u;t ; u)) has a unique small solution K u;t ]. Inserting this into (3) gives F t ( ; u) := f(z(u) + u;t (1 + A u;t ]); u + K u;t ]) ? t = 0:
We are looking for solutions u;t 2 C j; ( ) with j 2 N , 0 < < 1. We consider the following linear operator on the H older space C j; which will be a su cient approximation of the functional: The next proposition establishes the existence of the operator K u;t and shows its behaviour near the singulartity u;t = 0:
Proposition 5.2 For a su ciently small N j; ;l;n and for all u; t and 2 C j; ( ) with jtj; juj < N j; ;l;n and k k j; < As in the previous sections we will establish an iteration scheme to apply Banach's xed point theorem.
Lemma 5.3 Suppose k k j; 1. There exists an N j; ;l;n such that for all parameters with jtj; juj < N j; ;l;n the inverse of L u;t exists and satis es kL C k 1 k j; + k 2 k j; + (juj + 2 u;t ) n?3 u;t k 1 ? 2 k j; : Now x l; n 2 N as above. Provided jtj; juj < N j; ;l;n , for a su ciently small N j; ;l;n , T u;t is a contraction mapping on B u;t C j; ( ) for juj; jtj < N j; ;l;n .
Di erentiating the equation and using Lemma 3. Finally, we transform the family of holomorphic discs constructed in the attened situation back to the original situation. For the levels t 0 the transformations t are of the form Id + P t where P t is a family of polynomials vanishing at 0, so the inverses will do the job. Unfortunately, for t > 0 only the restrictions to F + t or F ? t are of the form Id + P t . Here P t are families of polynimoals with P 0 = P 0 . ButF t are disjoint near the origin. Thus it is correct to de ne T (z; u; t) := ( t ) ?1 (T t (z; u)):
T is holomorphic in z.
We are going to prove the uniqueness property (iii) of Proposition 2.3. Our proof is in the spirit of 2].
Translating the levels of the Morse function in v{direction by the value of f we may suppose without loss of generality that M is strongly pseudoconvex near 0 (see 5 below). (One has to be careful at the level t = 0 on account of the singularity 0. Anyway, the statement about pseudoconvexity is true for the regular levels. Thus we may conclude the pseudoconvexity at t = 0 by the general fact, that the intersection of pseudoconvex domains is pseudoconvex.) Hence ( ) is a leaf of the Levi-foliation ofF t which consists exactly of the constructed discs. 
